Introduction

You have been using SAP for quite some time now and Every Angle has opened up the black box of your SAP data. The Every Angle software has transformed the SAP data into information you can use to manage your Supply Chain. But you have the feeling that there is more to gain from both systems. Every Angle still contains a lot of added intelligence that you are currently not using.

You are wondering how the Every Angle software can identify other areas where you can improve data and business processes. Aren’t you curious what additional intelligence Every Angle has, to help you get better insight into your processes? And don’t you want to know in what other situations you could use the Every Angle software?

The answer to this question can be found in many different areas by answering diverse questions, like:

• Do you think you have dead stock but you don’t have the tools to exactly identify this and take action?
• Do you think your inventory levels are too high and as such, your working capital could be reduced?
• Are the service levels to your customers under pressure but you can’t identify the bottlenecks in your business processes?
• Are you using SAP FiCo and/or SAP HCM but you haven’t unlocked the Every Angle functionality in these areas yet?

Every Angle has more than 20 years of experience in numerous companies in various industries. During this time, the organization has collected typical use cases that will be the foundation and input to determine the customer’s specific use cases.

Objective of the Use Case Identification package

Every Angle conducts a Use Case Identification package to help you use the Every Angle software to its full potential. Together with you, Every Angle will identify and implement practical use cases that will help you improve your data and business processes.
Approach

Every Angle uses the following steps in conducting a Use Case Identification package:

Phase 1: Determine current SAP and Every Angle usage
In a series of business process workshops, the customer and Every Angle determine the current SAP and Every Angle usage in areas such as; Finance and Controlling, Human Capital Management, Order to Cash, Procure to Pay, Supply Chain and Plant Maintenance.

Phase 2: Identify additional use cases
The output of the first phase will be used as input to define new use cases for the Every Angle software. Also the output of the first phase will tell you if there are any gaps between the processes you are running in SAP and the way you use the Every Angle software. There could be processes set up in SAP for which Every Angle can create use cases, but you are currently not using this functionality at all (or not to its full potential). Your Every Angle consultant will discuss these new use cases with you and you will then prioritize the implementation of the new use cases.

Phase 3: Implement additional use cases
The Every Angle consultant will implement the new use cases in your Every Angle installation, based on your prioritization. This means creating a new set of standard Angles (an operational report that Every Angle is able to generate in seconds), including a concise description, and in some cases, the addition of fields or tables and customer specific configuration.

Deliverables
The execution of this service package results in a new Angles in your Every Angle installation. These Angles will be accompanied by a short description of the background and the proposed application of the specific use case.
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